Day 1 – Thursday 22. September 2022- Ph.D. Presentations

Venue: Faculty of Law, University of Copenhagen; Karen Blixens Plads 16, DK-2300 Copenhagen

12.00-13.00 Registration and Buffet Lunch

13.00-15.15 First Afternoon Panel, 3 papers

Welcome – moderator Professor, Caroline Heide-Jorgensen, University of Copenhagen

- app. 45 min pr. paper, ie. 3 papers in the first panel

- Presentation by the Ph.D. student (app. 25 min) and comments by a discussant, who has received a paper/presentation in advance.

- Room for general discussion, The PhD Course will be part of the network meeting and open for senior researchers as well

- PhD student Marte Dahl Reisæter, University of Bergen (supervisor Ingrid Margrethe Halvorsen Barlund & Ronny Gjendemsjø) - Article 102 TFEU: Marginal review of complex economic assessments

- PhD student David Fåhraeus, University of Uppsala (supervisor Vladimir Bastidas) – Online Platforms, Data and Competition in the European Online Pharmacy Market

- PhD student Toni Kallioskoski, Aalto University, School of Business (supervisor Petri Kuoppamäki) – Attribution of Competition Law Damages
Discussants Professor Pernille Wegener Jessen; University of Aarhus, Ass. Professor Ingrid Margrethe Halvorsen Barlund, University of Bergen, Ass. Professor Christian Bergqvist, University of Copenhagen

15.15-15.30 Coffee

15.30-17.00 Afternoon panel, 2 papers

Moderator -

app. 45 min. pr. paper, ie. 2 papers in the second afternoon panel

- Presentation by the Ph.D. student (ap. 25 min) and comments by a discussant, who has received a paper/presentation in advance.

- room for general discussion

- PhD student Pernilla Norman, Stockholm School of Business (supervisor Lars Henriksson) - Centralized Public Procurement of IT-solutions from a Competition-, Public Procurement- and Data Protection-law Perspective

- PhD student Tone Knapstad, University of Helsinki

- Discussants Ass. Professor (Docent) Bjørn Lundqvist, University of Stockholm

19:00 Conference Dinner
Day 2 – Friday 23. September 2012 - Conference and meeting in the Nordic Academic Network for Competition Law

Venue: Faculty of Law, University of Copenhagen, Karen Blixens Plads 16, DK-2300 Copenhagen K

9.00 Opening - Welcome

Organisers – Professor Caroline Heide-Jorgensen, University of Copenhagen

9.00-10.45 First morning panel - Developments in Nordic Competition Law since last network meeting – national reports, followed by general discussion

Chair – Professor Caroline Heide-Jorgensen, University of Copenhagen

Denmark – Ass. Professor Pernille Wegener Jessen, University of Aarhus

Finland – Professor Petri Kuoppamäki, Aalto University, School of Business

Norway – Professor Erling Hjelmeng, University of Oslo

Sweden – Professor Lars Henriksson, Stockholm School of Business

App. 15-20 min for each report followed by general discussion

10.45-11.00 Coffee break

11.00-12.30 Second morning panel – research results since last meeting - presentations by senior researches, 3 presentations and room for general discussion

Chair - Ass. Professor Christian Bergqvist, University of Copenhagen

- Dagne Sabockis, Stockholm School of Business

- Anders Schäfer, University of Copenhagen – Consumer Enforcement of Competition Law

App. 20 min for each presentation followed by app. 30 min of discussion
12.30-13.30  Buffet Lunch

13.30-15.00  First afternoon panel – research results since last meeting - presentations by senior researches, 3 presentations and room for general discussion

Chair –

-  Professor Lars Henriksson, Stockholm School of Business - Anticompetitive public sales activities – when does the public sector unduly interfere with competition?

-  Ass. Professor Bjørn Lundquist, University of Stockholm

-  Ass. Professor Christian Bergqvist, University of Copenhagen – Why does Big Tech engage in Leveraging Conduct?

App. 20 min for each presentation followed by app. 30 min of discussion

15.00-15.30  Coffee

15.30-16.00  Second Afternoon Panel – research results since last meeting presentations by senior researches, 2-3 presentations and room for general discussion

Chair – Professor Lars Henriksson, Stockholm School of Business

-  Ass. Professor (Docent) Helene Andersson, University of Stockholm – The Price for Failing to Take Notes - € 1 billion – On the Importance of Protecting the Right of the Defence in Competition Law Cases

-  Ass. Professor Ignacio Herrera Anchustegui, University of Bergen - Joint purchasing of energy and competition law implications

App. 20 min for each presentation followed by app. 30 min of discussion

16.00- 16.30  Meeting in the Nordic Network – how do we organize the network and the meetings in the future?

16.30  Closing of the conference and network meeting